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Ski Innovation – On the Slopes – 
… Maybe Next Year??? 

Rocker, or reverse camber, is finding its way into more and more skis these days. 
As I have traversed the globe to find some of the best technology and innovation, I have noted  
that there has been a significant amount of innovation developed on the ski slopes throughout 
the world.  As more business is being conducted each year on ski slopes and business meetings 
and conferences are being held at ski resort locations (preCOVID-19), it is a good time to recap 
what is the latest innovation on the slopes that can prove that your executive style is “best in 
class” – and so that you are ready when it is safe for the slopes to open up again! 

Ski Innovation – From Design To Construction 
New Design - Innovation in the design of skis has revolutionized the ski industry to allow skiers 
of all levels to ski more effectively.  First introduced over a decade ago by the late, great big-
mountain skier Shane McConkey, the Volant Spatula ski design launched a completely new 
methodology and design for alpine skiing.  By “reversing the camber” in the tip and tail of the ski 
and design so that the ski looks more like a hull of a ship, the design of the new skis can 
increase floatation and maneuverability for skiers in snow.   

Width Features - Wider skis provide stability and a wider platform to even out the 
inconsistencies of deeper snow, especially in the windblown or wetter snow. Narrower skis are 
typically made for hardpack, where smoother surfaces make it easier to roll from edge to edge. 

The exaggerated rise in the ski’s tip and tail is known as a rocker. The rise in a ski’s shovel helps 
the skier do everything from deflect cut-up snow (“death cookies”) to provide a transition point on 
which to tip the ski into its arc. As with the tail of a ski, an increased rocker can make it easier to 
transition out of a turn, or sharpening your technique by creating a form of sliding skid.  This can 
assist every level of skier to address all types and conditions of snow, especially deep snow – it 
has become a favorite of executives and is incorporated into all types of skis today.  This form of 
design can make you ski like a pro! 

                                                        SHOVEL 

 

As well, advances in camber (the upward flexing arc located in the center of the ski) can make it 
easier to roll a ski into the turn. The more pressure placed on the camber, the more control that 
you have in the tail and tip of your ski and with a more pronounced rocker, through float and flex, 
the more likely a ski is designed for enjoying the kind of powder you like the best!! 
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Core Construction 
Ski manufacturers can alter a ski’s weight and performance by using any number of wood, foam, 
metal and fiberglass layers between the ski’s base and its top sheet. Many of these materials are 
now sustainable. Full carbon is included in the construction to provide directional stability and 
precise edge control.  While foam cores traditionally tend to result in a lighter ski and metal 
laminates tend to result in a stiffer ski, the latest materials include vertical metal struts (providing 
dampness, durability and power, weight savings and smooth turn initiation) as well as bamboo 
and poplar strips, layered to provide lightweight and energetic support (providing spring and 
flexibility) in the ski.  

 

  	 	 

Intelligent Wearables – From Executive Coaching to 007 Gadgets! 

Wearable devices have been designed to coach you in the art of skiing and improve your 
technique.  Dubbed the world’s first digital ski coach and used by Olympic athletes, this 
innovation uses a smart boot insert to capture motion and pressure as you shush down a 
snowy slope, giving you feedback on your technique along the way, providing feedback and 
information only previously known to elite skiers.  
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Smart watches now have numerous features, such as full-color topography mapping and wearable 
navigation tools. Watches are now designed with a steel grip design, stainless steel EXO-Antenna bezels, 
forged steel back and sapphire crystals, that can withstand some other most demanding environments. 
The smart watches also now include an impressive 12 day battery life when in standard smartwatch 
mode, up to 20 hours in GPS mode or 50 hours in UltraTrac battery saver mode.  Wearables such as 
GoPro cameras and Fitbit’s are becoming more standard devices for tracking progress in skiing and 
snowboarding.   

Innovation in snow goggles combine a built-in, heads-up display (HUD) and integrate Wi-Fi, GPS 
and Bluetooth along with a host of onboard sensors, allowing access to a full range of information 
transmitted directly to high-performance lenses.  Even augmented displays and GPS features provide 
sharper views, measures speed and tracks distance, height and airtime (if you are so daring!) with 
analytic software.  Ski cams can round out the ski essentials especially for blue sky weather skiing 
including high resolution options. 

													 	 	 	  

                             

Apparel 
The Hydro Bot is a high-tech jacket, developed to remove perspiration, via an electro-osmosis process. 
By infusing an electronic, user-controlled membrane integrated into a sports jacket, it actively pumps out 
perspiration from the wearer’s inner garments through a Bluetooth-enabled iPhone or Android app. At the 
touch of a button an electrical pulse is emitted and perspiration is removed from the skier’s clothes - 
reducing the post-skiing chill from saturated undergarments.   

Innovation in glove wear includes heated glove liners, battery operated that provides instant heat of up to 
55-degrees centigrade to the tip of each finger.  A button located on the wrist portion of the glove is used 
to activate the heat element, allowing control of the degree of heat that you desire.  They can also provide 
touch-screen sensitivity, allowing you to operate your phone while wearing the gloves. 
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There is a wealth of new ski technology hitting the slopes each winter, designed to improve your 
experience and providing you with the latest benefits. From new gadgets, recording devices to 
apps in clothes, accessories and devices, all can improve your ski technique and add to your fun, 
frolic and even business on the slopes.  

ound all over the world, from the Swiss Alps to Aspen, the latest ski innovation is available to assist 
snow enthusiasts and enhance your next winter sports adventure -- when it is safe to return to the   

slopes!		
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